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Abstract
Stock market’s volatile and complex nature makes it difficult to predict the market
situation. Deep Learning is capable of simulating and analyzing complex patterns
in unstructured data. Deep learning models have applications in image recognition,
speech recognition, natural language processing (NLP), andmanymore. Its application
in stock market prediction is gaining attention because of its capacity to handle large
datasets and data mapping with accurate prediction. However, most methods ignore
the impact of mass media on the company’s stock and investors’ behaviours. This
work proposes a hybrid deep learning model combining Word2Vec and long short-
term memory (LSTM) algorithms. The main objective is to design an intelligent tool
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to forecast the directional movement of stock market prices based on financial time
series and news headlines as inputs. The binary predicted output obtained using the
proposed model would aid investors in making better decisions. The effectiveness of
the proposed model is assessed in terms of accuracy of the prediction of directional
movement of stock prices of five companies from different sectors of operation.

Keywords Deep learning · Stock forecasting · Word2vec · LSTM · AI · NLP

1 Introduction

Stock market behaviour is unpredictable and depends on various factors, including but
not limited to the global economy, geopolitical conditions, company’s performance,
investor expectations, and financial reports. A company’s profit plays a vital role in
determining gain or loss in the stock price. Also, it is a challenge for an investor to
predict market behaviour. In order to make a profitable investment, there is a need
for advanced knowledge related to the market trend, which could help these investors
minimize risk and maximize their profit. The advancement of the data science field
that incorporates various algorithms, tools andmachine learning principles to discover
hidden information or patterns from the rawdata as the primary goal [1]. Recent studies
suggested an increasing demand for data science and forecasting methods to predict
stock market behaviour and get insights related to a company’s financial health. In this
work, we have developed a forecasting model that seeks to predict future values based
on past, and present data [2]. The forecasting algorithm is so crucial for companies
because predicting future events or, in this case, future stock prices is a critical input to
many types of planning and decision-making processes such as financial management
and risk management [3].

In literature, three broad approaches have been proposed for predicting the stock
price of an organization. The first methodology is technical analysis in which the
historical price of stocks, like closing and opening price, the volume traded, and the
relative values are used in predicting the future price of the stock [4]. The second
is qualitative analysis, which is performed based on external factors like company
profile, market situation, political and economic factors, textual information in the
form of financial news articles, social media (Twitter) and even blogs by economic
analyst [5]. The third approach is the hybrid analysis which includes predicting stock
price market movement based on the company’s financial data as well as financial
news articles in order to improve the quality of prediction [6]. These days availability
of information from various sources and easy accessibility to a company’s financial
data make it simpler to integrate for stock market forecasting.

Most of the previous work in this area has revealed stock market prediction as a
challenging task [7]. Early work introduced the efficient market hypothesis (EMH)
[8], which is based on the fact that an asset’s price is unpredictable until complete
past trading information is provided. Similarly, random walk theory (RWT) [9] has
been proposed for predicting the stock price, which is based on the fact that stock
prices do not depend on history; instead, it only reacts to new changes or information.
These two hypotheses depend only on the financial dataset; they do not account for
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other sources such as news articles, social media information, financial blogs and
manymore.With themulti-sourced information available online, these two hypotheses
proved highly inaccurate in predicting the stock price. Some classical algorithms
based on technical analysis are also used, which include moving average convergence
divergence (MACD), and rate of change (ROC), which gives the ratio of the current
stock price to the past stock price of n days earlier, where n days varies from 5 to 10
days stock price data [10] and relative strength index (RSI) which gives an analysis
of latest upward price trend relative to the downward price trend, considering 9 to 14
days data approximately [11].

Recent work in the domain shows that stock market prediction can be enhanced
using machine learning techniques. Standard algorithms like linear regression pre-
dicted directional movement of the stock price using technical data. Support vector
machine (SVM) [12] forecast weekly stock market movement direction of NIKKEI
225 index using financial news articles as compared with other forecasting methods
like linear discriminate analysis (LDA) and backpropagation neural networks. The
main problems with these forecasting methods are that they do not consider the tem-
poral nature of news data, which is essential for achieving greater accuracy.

In particular, for stock market analysis, the data size is huge, multi-sourced, and
non-linear. To deal with this variety of data, we need highly efficient models to identify
the hidden patterns and complex relations in a large corpus. Deep learning hierarchical
models such as convolutional neural network (CNN) [13], recurrent neural network
(RNN) [14, 15], long short term memory (LSTM) [16] and recurrent convolutional
neural network (RCNN) [17] are capable for finding the hidden features through a self
learning process. The performance of five neural network architectures such as multi-
layer perceptron (MLP) network, elman neural network (ENN), jordan neural network
(JNN), radial basis functions neural networks (RBF), and multiple linear regression
(MLR) to predict the six most traded stocks of the official Brazilian stock exchange
during the Covid-19 period is compared in [18]. Their analysis concluded that these
models provide reasonable predictions and thus can be used as support models for
the companies. Not just stock market forecasting but the use of deep learning models
are widely adapted for forecasting solar radiance [19, 20]. These models have certain
advantages over the traditional techniques, such as taking a vast dataset as input in
learning complex non-linearity in the dataset through various levels in the network,
hence avoiding over-fitting.

From the above discussion, it is possible to understand some crucial points in con-
structing a deep learning model. The first point is related to the selection of period;
with the unpredictable nature of stock prices, the authors suggested that intra-day pre-
diction is highly suitable over weekly or monthly price prediction [21]. The second
point is an extension of the first, which includes the collection of massive relevant data
in order for accurate prediction [13]. The growing web information and easy accessi-
bility of the company’s data from their website contribute to gathering huge relevant
information required for the training of the deep neural network models. With the vast
availability of textual data, all the financial news articles are crawled from the web and
can be used for further analysis. It is required as many recent studies have shown that
sentiment and emotions are significant in the decision-making process of investors.
Many natural language processing (NLP) techniques such as bags-of-words, named
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entities, noun phrases and also embedding techniques are used for feature extraction
[22]. A model using an artificial neural network (ANN) for predicting stock market
movementwas developed by [23]. They trained themodel on the stock prices ofGoogle
(NASDAQ: Google) and also collected financial news articles from Dow Jones to pre-
dict the upward and downward movement of the stock. Another work [24] proposed
a hybrid model that utilizes news articles for text mining and the corresponding stock
prices of the selected companies. They extracted the textual psycholinguistic features
using LIWC and TAALES software from the collected news articles related to Indian
companies. They experimented with various regression models such as random for-
est (RF) and SVR. They concluded that models with LIWC features achieve the best
prediction compared to TAALES features.

In this paper a hybrid deep learning model is proposed, which combines a deep
learning model long short term memory (LSTM), with theWord2vec model to predict
the intra-day directional movement of the company’s stock price. The choice of LSTM
as the model makes the prediction of stock price direction more efficient and accurate
as it can hold past information. Themodel uses the closing price of financial time series
data, and financial news headlines published the day before as input. The effectiveness
of the model is tested on five different sectors of companies, such as in the technology
sector: Apple, fast-moving consumer goods company: PepsiCo, integrated power sec-
tor: Nuclear electric power generation (NRG), consumer services sector: American
Public Education (APEI) and communication services sector: American Telephone
and Telegraph (AT&T).

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 represents model implementation with
an overview of the theoretical concepts of machine learning. Section 3 includes the
detailed proposed model algorithm, and in Sect. 4, results are presented and discussed,
with Sect. 5 concluding the paper.

2 Prediction using LSTM

Stock market prediction is a complex task due to its dependability on many factors
such as market trends and financial news in the market [25]. In this section, the pro-
posed Word2vec-LSTM model design is explained in detail to predict the directional
movements of the stock market, using financial time series and news headlines as
input. A brief structure of the model is shown in Fig. 1. This design consists of five
stages: Input layer, Word Embedding, LSTM, Dense and Output Layer. These stages
are explained below.

2.1 Input Layer

The model uses two types of input, the first one is the closing price of the financial
time series, and the second one is the set of news headlines. These inputs are shown
separately in the Fig. 1 for better understanding.

The financial times series database of Apple, PepsiCo, NRG, AT&T and APEI is
selected. This database is obtained from [26] for the period of August 8, 2008, to July
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed Hybrid Model

Table 1 Statistics of the dataset

Dataset Training dataset Validation dataset

Time 08/08/2008 08/08/2008 01/01/2015

Interval −01/07/2016 −31/12/2014 −01/07/2016

1, 2016. The closing price of each of these databases is used to calculate the binary
value of the target output. The calculated value forecast the directional movement by
comparing the closing price (ct+1) of t+1 with the closing price (ct ) of the t day.

In the case of news headlines database is obtained from the [27] for the same period.
The database consists of the publishing date and the headlines of that day. In the work
of [21] experiments were carried out, which shows that news titles are more efficient
in forecasting than news content. There from, the proposed model uses only news
titles. News of each and every day is shown in Fig. 1 as nn . Finally, these two inputs
are aligned according to their date. Table 1 shows a statistic of the dataset that is used
for training and validation.

2.2 Word Embedding

In order to generate word-embedding of a large corpus of news headlines, a Word2vec
model is used. Word embedding is a technique of feature learning and language mod-
elling where words and sentences are transformed into vector representation [28, 29].
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Fig. 2 Sample News headlines

It allows capturing the relations in language that are very difficult to capture manually.
With the ongoing research in the NLP area, many papers use word embedding mod-
els. Based on the results reported in these papers [22, 30–32] we have used Word2vec
model in this work.

We used a large corpus of day-wise financial news headlines constituting various
stocks as input in this model. It is responsible for affecting the stock market price
trend. It is challenging to handle this vast data using traditional data processing tools.
With themain objective of decreasing the enormous dataset dimension and eliminating
the risk of overfitting, a highly efficient Word2vec learning algorithm is applied. The
main idea behind this model is to have all the words with similar contexts occupy close
positions. Gensim, a python library, is applied to implement Word2vec. In generating
word vectors from the input news headlines, Word2vec starts with the first step of
building a vocabulary from the text corpus and starts learning the vector representation
of each word. In the second step, it starts calculating the cosine distance between each
word, which in turn generates a cluster of similar words. This ability of Word2vec
helps to reduce the feature dimension. Finally, an embedding matrix is created where
each row represents a training example, and columns indicate generated word vectors.
Figures 2 and 3 shows the news headlines before and after the Word2vec algorithm is
applied.

2.3 Long Short-TermMemory (LSTM)

LSTMs are a particular type of recurrent neural network (RNN) [33]. They can capture
context-specific information from large datasets and use them for future prediction.
As its name suggests, each LSTM unit or cell remembers the information for a long or
short duration of time. Predicting the output of its newcell state, it takes the information
stored in the old cell state. This feature provides memory to the network, which helps
improve future predictions. Thus, LSTM networks are best capable of finding out how
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Fig. 3 News Headlines processed using Word2vec algorithm

financial news headlines and closing prices of stocks affect the price trends of several
stocks over a more extended period. These networks also decide for how long the past
information related to stock price needs to be stored to predict the new price trends
accurately.

LSTMnetwork can be seen as a gated cell.Gatedmeans that the cell decideswhether
or not to store or delete information based on the importance or weights it assigns to
the information. LSTM has three gates: input, forget and output gate. The forget gate,
ft , decides which state needs to be remembered and which should be forgotten. The
input gate, it , decides which value is updated by the input signal. Finally, the output
gate, ot , decides whether the cell state will affect other neurons or not. Moreover, it
consists of a logistic layer and the layer where the former layer generates numbers
between zero and one, and the last layer generates a new vector that gets added up
to the state. The LSTM equations are shown in equations (1)–(6) below. Where xt ,
the output of the embedding layer, is used as an input to the recurrent neural network
layer, yt is the output, and W is the weight matrix. The key element of LSTM st acts
as a memory cell and is controlled by three different gates. Figure 4 shows the detailed
architecture of LSTM.

ft = σ(Wx f Xt + Wyf Yt−1 + b f ) (1)

it = σ(Wxi Xt + WyiYt−1 + bi ) (2)

gt = tanh(WxgXt + WygYt−1 + bg) (3)

st = ft ∗ st−1 + it ∗ gt (4)

ot = σ(WxoXt + WyoYt−1 + bo) (5)

yt = Ot ∗ tanh(st ) (6)
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Fig. 4 LSTM Architecture

Table 2 List of abbreviations used in Sect. 3

Abbreviation Description

N News Headliness

T Financial Time Series

W Window Size

E Embedding Size

F Forecast, for this model F = 1

Fm Final Model

tr Training Dataset

ts Testing Dataset

Ntr , Nts News titles of training and testing dataset

T tr , T ts Financial time series of training and testing dataset

Ntr V , NtsV Vector value of news titles of training and testing dataset

Xtr , Xts X-value of time series of training and testing dataset

Ntr X , Nts X X-value of news titles of training and testing dataset

Y tr , Y ts Binary output value of training and testing dataset

2.4 Output Layer

The last stage of this model is a fully connected layer with softmax as an activation
function whose output is the probability distribution over labels. The direction is
represented in the form of binary labels. The binary label [1, 0] represents that the
stock price will increase, and the label [0, 1] represents that the stock price will
decrease.
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Fig. 5 Flowchart of processing
of the News Headlines

3 Methodology

The LSTM model framework is divided into qualitative and technical analyses, with
news titles and financial time series as input. Each of these input data is divided into
training and validation databases as shown in Table 1. These databases undergo word
embedding and neural network algorithms to merge and give a binary output finally.
Table 2 contains the list of acronyms that have been used in this section. All the
explanation in this section has been done by taking the example of the training dataset
(tr ). The detailed working of the model is shown fromAlgorithm 1-3. The frameworks
are explained below.

3.1 Qualitative Analysis

The dataset of the news headlines obtained from the Reuters website consists of the
publishing date along with the news titles. This data is further divided into training
(Ntr ) and testing (Nts) datasets, as described in Table 1. The next step is to prepare
the data for the Word2vec model. The process of data undergoes processing in which
text is tokenized, and all the stop-word and punctuation are removed. The text further
undergoes stemming. This tokenized text is converted into sentences and stored in
a pickle file for further use. This processed text is used as an input of the Word2vec
model. The description of this process is shown inAlgorithm 2. The text vector (Ntr V )
obtained is used to find the sentence vector (Ntr X ). The average sentence vector and
the x-train (Xtr ) and y-train (Y tr ) values are passed to the Neural Network model.
Figure 5 shows a detailed scheme of this architecture.
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Fig. 6 Flowchart of processing of the Financial Time Series

3.2 Technical Analysis

The financial time series closing price (T ) is used for the technical analysis. First, the
data is split into training and testing datasets described in Table 1. Then this split data
undergoes the change function, wherein the closing price of t+1 day is compared with
the closing price of t day. The change in their prices is stored in T tr as a percentage
change in value.In Split_into_XY() variable Xtr stores the value of T tr averaged over
the window (W ). The input (Ntr V ) from the news headlines is used to calculate the
sentence vector and then stored in Ntr X . If the value stored in T tr of the day t+1 is
greater than zero, then Y becomes equal to [1, 0], increase in price, else [0, 1], decrease
in price. The value of Y after every iteration gets appended to Y tr . Hence variable Y tr
contains the binary class output of the testing dataset. The working of this process is
explained in detail in Algorithm 3. This model is explained in Fig. 6.

3.3 Model Architecture

The x-value of textual data Ntr X and the x-value of the time series dataset Xtr are
the inputs for the training of the model. These inputs undergo processing separately,
and then the output is merged to give final binary values, as explained in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7 A flowchart illustrating the working of the model architecture

The model should be aware of the input shape beforehand. For this reason, the first
layer in Xtr is the input of size ’window’. This data goes to the dense layer, a fully
connected layer. It implies that all the inputs are connected to all the outputs. Thus,
they form an input size of ’window’ and an output size of 64. This output is passed
through the activation functions. It is one of the most critical layers. It helps to produce
non-linear decision boundaries through non-linear combinations of the inputs. In this
model, LeakyReLU is used, which helps in deciding which neurons will be active.
The next layer is dropout which is used for dropping out units in neural networks.
Some of the neurons are chosen randomly and ignored during the training process. It
again passes through the dense layer of size ten and then through the activation filter.

As discussed above, the first layer, Ntr X , is an input of size (window, embedding).
It then passes through the predefined LSTM function of Keras with the input of size
(window, embedding) and output of size 10. In this step, the input and output dimen-
sions are different. It is passed through the LSTM again and of size 10. The Working
of the LSTM has already been explained in sect. 2.3. The two-layer LSTM model
helps in extracting more abstract information. The output of this layer is merged with
the final output of the Xtr .
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This combined data is then passed through the dense layer of size 2. The size of
the output in this process is two because of the binary output. This output further
undergoes two activation functions, LeakyReLU and softmax layer. The output of
these functions is the final binary class output of the model.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo Code for the proposed model
Require: N , T
Ensure: Binary Class ([0,1] [1,0])
1: Ntr , Nts ← load_text_ f rom_dataset � subroutine to load dataset
2: T tr , T ts ← load_closingPrice_ f rom_dataset � subroutine to load dataset
3: Ntr V ← trans f orm_text_into_vector(Ntr , E,W ) � call algorithm 2
4: NtsV ← trans f orm_text_into_vector(Nts , E,W ) � call algorithm 2
5: Xtr , Ntr X , Y tr ← spli t_into_XY (T tr , Ntr V ,W , F) � call algorithm 3
6: Xts , Nts X , Y ts ← spli t_into_XY (T ts , NtsV ,W , F) � call algorithm 3
7: Fm ← neural_network(W , E) � call subroutine as defined in Fig 7

Algorithm 2 Transform_text_into_vector
Require: Ntr , E , W
Ensure: Ntr V
1: model ← Word2Vec(Ntr , E,W )

2: vector ← model
3: for x = 0 → vector do
4: Ntr V ← append(mean(x))
5: end for

Algorithm 3 Split_into_XY
Require: T tr , Ntr V , W , F
Ensure: Xtr , Ntr X , Y tr
1: for i = 0 → vector do
2: X ← T tr [i : i + W ]
3: Y ← T tr [i + W + F]
4: if Y > 0 then
5: Y ← [1, 0]
6: else
7: Y ← [0, 1]
8: end if
9: Xtr ← append(X)

10: Ntr X ← append(Ntr V [i : i + W ])
11: Y tr ← append(Y )

12: end for

4 Results and Discussion

A comparison is made by implementing it on different datasets of companies from the
different sectors to evaluate the effectiveness of this model using both news titles and
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Fig. 8 Directional stock price prediction for Apple

time series as input. Figure 8a shows the actual and predicted stock price direction
of APPLE, a large-cap technology sector company, in terms of binary labels. Where
[1,0] represents the stock price will increase. The label [0,1] represents that the stock
price will decrease. The model was trained for 700 epochs, and the training and test
accuracy can be observed in Fig. 8b.

Figure 9a shows the actual and predicted stock price direction of PepsiCo, a large-
cap FMCG company, in terms of binary labels where [1,0] represents the stock price
will increase. The label [0,1] represents that the stock price will decrease. The model
was trained for 700 epochs, and the training and test accuracy can be observed in Fig.
9b.

Figure 10a shows the actual and predicted stock price direction of NRG, a large-cap
integrated power company, in terms of binary labels. Where [1,0] represents the stock
price will increase. The label [0,1] represents that the stock price will decrease. The
model was trained for 700 epochs, and the training and test accuracy can be observed
in Fig. 10b.

Figure 11a shows the actual and predicted stock price direction of APEI, a small-
cap consumer services company, in terms of binary labels. Where [1,0] represents the
stock price will increase. The label [0,1] represents that the stock price will decrease.
The model was trained for 700 epochs, and the training and test accuracy can be
observed in Fig. 11b.

Figure 12a shows the actual and predicted stock price direction ofAT&T, a large-cap
communication services company, in terms of binary labels.Where [1,0] represents the
stock price will increase. The label [0,1] represents that the stock price will decrease.
The model was trained for 700 epochs, and the training and test accuracy can be
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Fig. 9 Directional stock price prediction for PepsiCo

Fig. 10 Directional stock price prediction for NRG

observed in fig. 12b. The efficiency of the directional forecasting on the training and
validation dataset of these companies is summarized in Table 3. The result, when
compared with the WB-NN (sum of each word in the news titles and the standard
neural network) [13] concludes that Word2Vec-LSTM performed better in terms of
accuracy. It could be explained by adding the LSTM layer to the model design.
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Fig. 11 Directional stock price prediction for APEI

Fig. 12 Directional stock price prediction for AT &T
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Table 3 Results of stock price directional forecasting

Dataset Accuracy on training data (%) Accuracy on validation data (%)

PepsiCo 62.1 53

Apple 65.4 51.6

APEI 59.8 51

NRG 60.1 51.9

AT&T 61.6 54.9

5 Conclusion and Future Scope

The paper presents a deep learning model that helps the investors comprehend the
market’s trading behaviour. The framework combines word embedding with recurrent
neural network for predicting stock price directional movement. The model takes a
combination of financial time series and news headlines as input. Compared to other
relevant work, the use of hybrid input positively influences the output. Regarding the
text representation, it is observed that both good news and bad news induce a change in
the stock price. It helps in the macroeconomic analysis of the stock. Hence, the news
titles from the day before are aligned in a unique instance and used for directional
forecasting. This model outperforms previously proposed models that have used news
of past weeks and months, with improved accuracy of 65.4%. The result supports
the hypothesis that the information in the news headlines has a short temporal effect
on the investors. The LSTM based architecture remembers context-specific tempo-
ral dependencies between news titles for a more extended period while performing
forecasting as compared to other RNN models. The distributed representation of tex-
tual information and numerical data with the Word2Vec-LSTMmodel can capture the
time-series influence of input data as compared to other models. The comparison of
results between multiple companies in the different sectors shows the efficacy of the
model.

For future work, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), which displays superior
ability to extract semantic information from the text compared to RNN, could be
incorporated for better model performance. Also, reinforcement learning can be used
to create improved trading strategies.
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